Abstract: Digital Earth frameworks provide a tool to receive, send and interact with large location-based datasets, organized usually according to Discrete Global Grid Systems (DGGS). In DGGS, an indexing method is used to assign a unique index to each cell of a global grid, and the datasets corresponding to these cells are retrieved or allocated using this unique index. There exist many methods to index cells of DGGS. Toward facility, interoperability and also defining a "standard" for DGGS, a conversion is needed to translate a dataset from one DGGS to another. In this paper, we first propose a categorization of indexing methods of DGGS and then define a general conversion method from one indexing to another. Several examples are presented to describe the method.
Introduction
Digital Earth frameworks provide a multiresolution representation of the Earth as a spatial reference model with the ability to visualize, retrieve, embed and analyze data at different levels of detail [1] . To assign data to locations and establish a multiresolution representation, the surface of the Earth is discretized using different methods. The traditional method of discretizing the Earth is to use a latitude/longitude (lat-long) parametrization of the sphere. Taking equal length steps along the latitudes and longitudes parametrizes the Earth into quadrilateral cells. These cells have difference sizes and become smaller approaching the poles. In addition, poles are singularities in the lat-long parametrization, and cells incident to the poles are triangular.
To obtain a more uniform cell structure with lower areal and angular distortions in order to simplify data analysis, Discrete Global Grid Systems (DGGS) have been proposed [1, 2] . In DGGS, the Earth is approximated by a spherical (or ellipsoidal) polyhedron. Faces of the spherical polyhedron are refined by a specific factor of refinement (aperture) to provide a multiresolution representation. The refined faces of the polyhedron are then projected to the sphere to create cells on the surface of the Earth (see Figure 1 ). To assign datasets to these cells, a data structure is needed. In DGGS, typically, an indexing method is used to assign and retrieve and also handle essential queries. As a result, DGGS differ based on their initial polyhedron, cell type, projection and indexing method. These DGGS need to communicate and receive, share and integrate data coming from other DGGS. In essence, interoperability is an important property for these systems particularly in the context of the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC). Conversion between DGGS is a crucial requirement for supporting this property. In this paper, we introduce a general conversion method for DGGS. This conversion can be potentially used from a DGGS to a future standard of a DGGS or an OGC standard. Since datasets are associated with DGGS through an indexing method, the conversion is essentially defined on the indexing methods if both DGGS use the same projection. For the general case, the projections are also needed to find the conversion. In the following, we initially discuss DGGS and its elements and then provide the general conversion for the indexing methods in Section 3. 
Polyhedron
Different polyhedrons have been used in DGGS. Among the proposed polyhedrons for DGGS, the icosahedron has been widely used, as it can initially approximate the sphere with less angular and areal distortion [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] (see Figure 2d ). Cubes are also widely used, as they provide quadrilateral cells that can be efficiently handled (see Figure 2b ) [9] [10] [11] [12] . Although tetrahedrons may cause noticeable angular and areal distortions in their approximations of the Earth, they remained a popular choice due to their simplicity [13] (see Figure 2a) . Octahedrons are also very popular in representing the Earth, since their faces can be associated with spherical octants when their singular vertices can be placed at the poles [14] [15] [16] (see Figure 2c ). Dodecahedrons have also been used (see Figure 2e) . However, since the faces of the dodecahedron are pentagons and a pentagonal refinement does not exist, it has not been widely used in DGGS, although it introduces a reasonably low distortion [17] . 
Cell Type
Quadrilateral, triangular and hexagonal cells are typically used in DGGS (see Figure 3 ). Quadrilateral cells are naturally used in DGGS using cubes as the polyhedron [9, 10, 12] . The congruency of quadrilateral cells paired with their adaptability to Cartesian coordinate systems, hardware devices and available data structures (such as quadtrees) make it a popular choice. However, since the commonly-used polyhedrons in DGGS initially have triangular faces, triangular cells are also widely used in DGGS [13, 14, 18, 19] . These cells are also congruent, and they can be rendered very efficiently, as they are supported by many built-in functions in rendering pipelines, such as OpenGL. Conceptually, the triangular cells in polyhedrons with triangular faces, such as the octahedron and icosahedron, can also be paired into quadrilateral (diamond) cells [8] . Hexagonal cells are created on polyhedrons with triangular faces by applying a dual conversion to the triangular faces [20] . Hexagonal cells are also popular, as they are efficient in sampling, and they exhibit a uniform adjacency [5] [6] [7] [8] 15, 16, [20] [21] [22] . , refinement R is said to be a one-to-i refinement with a factor (aperture) of i (see Figure 4 ). A refinement with a lower factor of refinement is usually desired, as it can generate a greater number of resolutions under a fixed number of maximum cells and, therefore, provides a smoother transition between resolutions [10] . Of the quadrilateral refinements, one-to-two, one-to-four and one-to-nine refinements have been used so far [9, 10, 12] . For triangular refinements, one-to-four refinement is the most commonly used [13, 14, 18, 19, 23] , while hexagonal refinements have employed in one-to-three [6, 7] , one-to-four [16, 22] and one-to-seven variations [24] . 
Projection
Spherical projections have been studied for a long time in the field of cartography [25] . When the faces of a polyhedron are projected onto the sphere, two types of distortions may be created: angular distortion or areal distortion [26] . There exists a trade-off between these two distortions. This means that reducing one type of distortion causes greater distortion of the other. If a spherical projection preserves the area, it is equal area projection, and if it preserves the angles, it is angular preserving or conformal. Equal area projections are typically more desirable in DGGS, as they simplify data analysis [2, 6, 10, 11, 22] . In the frameworks proposed in [2, 6, 22] , Snyder equal area projection has been used, which is a popular projection due to its low angular distortion and the mapping of edges of the polyhedron to great circle arcs [27] . However, other types of equal area projection have also been used due to their own desirable properties, such as providing closed forms for both projection and inverse projection [10, 28] .
Indexing Methods
To assign data, traverse between resolutions and handle essential queries in DGGS, a data structure is needed. Hierarchical data structures, such as quadtrees, may seem to be an obvious choice [29, 30] . However, to interactively work with huge data on the fly, an indexing method is needed that can discard the tree structure requiring many pointers to maintain the connectivity. Many indexing methods have been proposed for DGGS. In the following sections, we first categorize the proposed indexing methods for DGGS, and then, in Section 3, we provide a framework to convert an index from one DGGS to another. Note that if each of the elements listed above (i.e., projection, factor of refinement, type of cell and polyhedron) is different from one DGGS to another, the indices do not refer to the same point on the Earth. However, we can convert the indices to each other and anticipate the resulting error of the conversion process.
Indexing Categorization
Given an indexing method of a DGGS, it is desired that each cell at each resolution receives an index i that uniquely identifies the cell. From the index of a cell, its location (typically its centroid) on the Earth and also the resolution of the cell is determined. The index of a cell may also refer to a data structure or database to retrieve data associated with the cell. The indices of cells can be 1D (a string of letters and digits) or they can be nD, resulting from n axes defined on the faces of a polyhedron. Although various types of indexing exist to index cells of DGGS, they are typically derived from three types of general indexing mechanisms: we call indexing methods that benefit from the hierarchy of cells provided by the refinement hierarchy-based indexing methods. In some indexing methods, the parameterization provided by a space-filling curve is used to index cells. Using the axes of a coordinate system defined on the cells of a polyhedron is also another common method, that we call axes-based indexing. In the following, we describe each category and provide some existing examples.
Hierarchy-Based Indexing
Applying refinements on a polyhedron produces a useful hierarchy between cells that can be used to index cells. When a refinement is applied on a set of coarse cells C, a set of fine cells F is created. We can assign each cell f ∈ F to a unique cell c ∈ C. In this case, f is the child of c.
As discussed earlier, it is possible to index the cells using the defined hierarchy. We can initially index the first resolution cells and then use this index as the prefix of the index at the following resolutions. Formally, if cell c has index I, its children f i receive index Ii in which i is an integer digit appended to I. The range of i is denoted by b (i.e., i ∈ [0, b − 1]) which is used as the base of this indexing method. This base can be used to define algebraic operations on indices, such as conversion to and from the Cartesian coordinate system, neighborhood finding and Fourier transform [2, 7, 19 ].
An example of this indexing is proposed in [31] for quadrilateral cells resulting from a one-to-four refinement. As a result, the children resulting from one-to-four refinement of a quad with index I receive indices I0 for the NW cell, I1 for the NE cell, I2 for the SW cell and I3 for the SE cell ( Figure 5a ). An index with length r corresponds to a cell at resolution r whose location is determined using the vector obtained from the sequence of digits. Figure 5b shows the vectors associated with each digit. The vector associated with an index is an addition of scaled vectors associated with each digit. For example, the cell with index I003 is obtained after applying one-to-four refinement three times on cell I. The vector associated with this index is obtained by v 0 + I   I0 I1  I3  I2   I   I0 I1 I2  I3 I4 I5  I6 I7 Figure 5 .
(a) Hierarchy-based indexing for one-to-four refinement; (b) vectors corresponding to each digit; (c) 1D index I003 and its corresponding cell; (d) hierarchy-based indexing method for quadrilateral one-to-nine refinement.
For congruent refinements, this hierarchical relationship between the cells is trivial, as the parent encloses all its children (Figure 4a,b) . However, for incongruent refinements, such as hexagonal refinements (Figure 4c) , assigning a set of fine cells to a unique coarse cell is not trivial. PYXIS indexing [7] is defined on hexagonal cells resulting from one-to-three refinement on an icosahedron.
Under this indexing, children are categorized into centroid children and vertex children (see Figure 6a) . Centroid children share a centroid with their parent, while vertex children are covered by three different coarse hexagons, each of which could potentially be defined as the parent. Coarse hexagons are categorized into two categories, A and B, in which each type B cell is surrounded by type A cells (see Figure 6b) . Each type B cell is treated as the parent of its centroid child and all its vertex children while type A cells are only considered as the parent of their centroid child. Afterwards, each centroid child is considered to be type B and each vertex child is considered to be type A, and the process continues and produces a fractal shape. This indexing is started from a truncated icosahedron (the refined icosahedron by the one-to-three refinement). In the truncated icosahedron, the initial pentagons are type B cells, while hexagons are type A cells. If a coarse cell has index I, its centroid child gets indices I0 and its vertex children get index Ii in which 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 (see Figure 6c) . Since each fine cell receives the index of its parent as the prefix, PYXIS indexing is a hierarchy-based indexing method. There exist many other hierarchy-based indexing methods in DGGS [11, 14, 19, 22, 23] . In [11] , a hierarchy-based mechanism is used on the quadrilateral faces of a cube that are refined by a factor of four. Triangular cells resulting from a one-to-four refinement are indexed similarly in [14, 19, 23] , and in [22] , the hexagonal cells of an icosahedron resulting from a one-to-four refinement are indexed with a similar mechanism.
Space-Filling Curve Indexing
Another method of indexing cells in DGGS is to use space-filling curves (SFCs) as a reference. SFCs have been used in many applications, such as compression, rendering and database management. SFCs are 1D curves that are created recursively to eventually cover a space. Space filling curve f (t) typically provides a mapping from T ⊂ R to Q ⊂ R 2 in which t ∈ T (see Figure 7) . Using an SFC that visits all of the cells of Q after refinement, we may define an indexing on the cells of Q by discretizing T based on the number of cells. The 1D index I for cells in Q is defined on domain T (i.e., by taking a unit step on T , I is incremented). Each index I has a corresponding cell on Q that is returned by the mapping f (f (I) ∈ Q). Given mapping f from T to Q, f −1 , which maps the cells of Q to their unique index defined on T , can also be defined. Figure 7 illustrates an example of an indexing for Q based on a SFC, which is simply a row major traversal. Based on the properties that function f exhibits, different SFCs have been proposed. Some of the common SFCs are Hilbert, Peano, Sierpinski and Morton (Z), as illustrated in Figure 8 . As noticeable in Figure 8 , these curves typically have a simple initial geometry defined on a simple domain. The domain is then refined, and the simple geometry is repetitively transformed to cover the entire refined domain. For instance, in the case of the Hilbert curve, the simple geometry is defined on a simple two by two domain, and the domain is then refined by a one-to-four refinement. Typically, if the initial geometry covers i cells, a one-to-i refinement is suitable to get a refined domain. This way, each SFC is associated with a refinement. To index cells based on an SFC, decimal numbers may not be the best choice, as their corresponding indices do not directly provide any information about the resolution. As a result, a base b for the indexing may be chosen to solve this issue. The base of the indexing method is usually chosen as i or √ i if refinement one-to-i is associated with the SFC curve. In this case, given an index with base i, a cell at resolution n has an index, whereas, given a base of √ i, the cell receives an index of length 2n. In addition, using these bases, redundant bits are not necessary to index cells, since whole cells resulting from these refinements can be covered by indices from 00...0 to (b − 1)...(b − 1) .
For instance, the refinement associated with the Hilbert and Morton curves is one-to-four. Therefore, base four or two for Hilbert and Morton is appropriate. After fixing a base for the index, the cell associated with the initial point of the curve gets index zero. As we move along the SFC, the index of each subsequent cell is incremented by one in base b. Figure 9 illustrates such an indexing for the Hilbert and Morton curves using bases two and four. Although base four seems to be more efficient, as it provides a shorter string to index cells, indices with base two can also be implemented efficiently, as they are compatible with efficient binary operations in hardware.
Indexing methods derived from SFCs have been widely used in DGGS and terrain rendering. For instance, in [8, 32] , Morton indexing has been used to index cells resulting from one-to-four refinements on the icosahedron and octahedron, while in [18] , the Sierpinski SFC has been used to index triangular cells. SFCs used in terrain rendering provide a 1D ordering of triangle strips and vertices suitable for GPU and out-of-core algorithms [33] [34] [35] [36] . 
Axes-Based Indexing
A natural way for indexing is to define a set of m axes U 1 to U m to span the entire space on which the cells lie. Then, the index would be an m-dimensional vector (i 1 , i 2 , ..., i m ) in which i j are integer numbers indicating unit steps taken along the axes U j . A simple example of such an indexing is to index a quadrilateral domain by Cartesian coordinates, as illustrated in Figure 10a . When a refinement is applied to the cells, a subscript r is appended to the index indicating the resolution [20, 37, 38] . In the available indexing methods for DGGS, m is typically two or three. For instance, 2D indexing has been used in [5, 10, 20] , while 3D indexing has been used in [15, 16] by taking the barycentric coordinate of each cell to be its index. To apply a 2D indexing method on a polyhedron for DGGS, the polyhedron can be unfolded to a 2D domain and the axes defined for the entire 2D domain or each face can be given its own coordinate system [20, 37, 38] . Figure 10 illustrates an indexing for the quadrilateral cells of a cube after one-to-four refinement, wherein each face has its own coordinate system. To distinguish between the cells associated with each face, an additional component referring to the initial number of the polyhedron's faces can be added to the indices. As a result, index [f, (a, b) r ] refers to cell (a, b) in face f at resolution r (Figure 10d) .
The provided categorization mostly reflects the core idea for constructing indexing methods. According to this categorization/construction, some of the operations can be naturally handled. For example, hierarchy-based indexing methods naturally led to efficient parent-child operations. However, it is necessary to consider other properties and operations for well-designed indexing methods. Certainly, it is possible to handle neighborhood finding in hierarchy-based indexing methods, but probably not as efficient/natural as axes-based techniques. In addition, based on the pattern of indices, some indexing methods can belong to two categories (e.g., SFC or hierarchy-based). However, an indexing method is either constructed by a parametrized SFC or by inheriting the index of its parent. Although it is possible to use a parametrized SFC that indexes the children by indices that have the prefix of their parents, the indexing method is SFC since the construction of indexing is based on the parameterization of SFC. 
General Conversion Method
As discussed earlier, there exist many different Digital Earth frameworks resulting from various types of DGGS. However, data in these frameworks are essentially assigned to the index of each cell. Indexing methods for different DGGS may be different from each other. In order to exchange, unify or standardize data represented in different frameworks, a conversion is necessary that can convert an index in one type of DGGS to another. Consider index Iin DGGS1; we would like to know the index J in DGGS2 that is referring to "almost the same area". Since each cell is composed of a point and an area that has been enclosed by that cell on the sphere (or ellipsoid), if any component of the DGGS (type of cell, polyhedron, indexing, aperture and projection) differs between DGGS1 and DGGS2, the index of a cell in DGGS1 refers to a different area on the sphere (ellipsoid) compared to an index in DGGS2. To define such a conversion between different frameworks, we can benefit from a common domain for two DGGS. This domain can be a spherical/ellipsoidal or 2D Cartesian corresponding to faces of the polyhedron (see Figure 11) . As a result, we discuss two cases for conversions in the following. Figure 11 . Index I in Discrete Global Grid System 1 (DGGS1) is mapped to the refined polyhedron by mapping f . The cell is then projected to the sphere by the projection ϕ used in DGGS1. Then, the centroid of cell I is inverse projected by the inverse projection ψ −1 of DGGS2. The index J in DGGS2 is then found using inverse mapping g −1 .
Case 1 (General Case): Consider that, in addition to different indexing methods, at least another component of DGGS1 is different from DGGS2. In this case, we use a common spherical domain to convert index I in DGGS1 to index J in DGGS2. Consider I in DGGS1 and c i the centroid of its corresponding cell in DGGS1. The face corresponding to this index on the refined polyhedron of DGGS1 is found by the mapping f . Note that functions f and f −1 are readily available in most DGGS, since they are essential queries to relate an index to its position on the polyhedron and vice versa. We can then project this point to point c s on the sphere, using the projection ϕ used in DGGS1. c s can be inversely projected to point c j on DGGS2 using the inverse projection ψ −1 in DGGS2. The index J of the cell enclosing c j in DGGS2 is the desired index, which can be obtained by the mapping g −1 (see Figure 11 ). Note that g maps an index to a point on a polyhedron, while g −1 maps a point to an index of a cell enclosing the point at a specific resolution. There exists an ambiguity here about the resolution of indices. The resolution of index I is given. However, the resolution of index J should be determined. To do this, we take the resolution for J at which the area of cells corresponding to I and J are as close as possible. For instance, if a cell has an index at resolution seven in PYXIS indexing, the corresponding index on the cube after one-to-nine refinement (as in SCENZ-Grid) will be at resolution five, while the index on the cube after one-to-four refinement will be at resolution seven. Table 1 lists the number of cells in these frameworks, which is used to evaluate the areas of the cells at each resolution. Consequently, if cell I in DGGS1 has area A i , resolution r in DGGS2 is chosen in which M in r |A r − A i | is satisfied (i.e., the resolution is chosen in which the areas of the cells (A r ) are closest to A i ). Case 2: The conversion is easier when all components of DGGS1 and DGGS2 are the same except for the indexing methods; hence, ψ = ϕ and the resolutions are the same. As a result, we can easily use functions f and g that map an index to a polyhedron. In this case, the indices are either in the first two categories (SFC or hierarchy-based) and as a result are 1D indices or they are integer vectors defined in an axes-based indexing method. In both cases, we can convert the index of one category to a vector and convert the vector to an index in another category.
Functions f and g are usually found by determining the corresponding 2D vectors of each index. To describe this conversion, we use an example. Consider the cells of one-to-nine refinement on the cube with the hierarchy-based indexing used in SCENZ-Grid (see Figure 5 ) and an axes-based indexing using Cartesian coordinates (Figure 12a,b) . A cell with index N000 is given, and its corresponding index in the axes-based indexing system is desired. As illustrated in Figure 12 , digit zero in the hierarchy-based indexing system corresponds to vector (−1, 1) in the Cartesian coordinate system. Note that as cells get smaller by a factor 1 3 as the resolution increases, the length of this vector is also scaled by 1 3 ( Figure 12c,d) . As a result, 000 in the hierarchy-based indexing corresponds to the addition of vectors (−1, 1), 1 3 (−1, 1) and 1 9 (−1, 1), which is equivalent to (
). To get integer indices, we only need to scale the coordinate by nine; therefore, the index corresponding to N000 is [N, (−13, 13) 2 ] (N refers to one of the initial faces of the cube). The complexity of both of the conversion methods proposed in this paper is dependent on the employed functions, f , g, φ and ψ, and their inverses. These functions are typically computed in constant time or very efficiently, as the performance of the DGGS is dependent on these functions. As a result, the performance of our proposed conversion is proportional to the performance of f , g, φ and ψ.
When the cells in these DGGS differ, any conversion introduces an error. Therefore, while no error will be introduced in the second case, there will be some error in the first case, as the cells represented by two indices may be different in shape and size. Since each index represents an area on the surface of the Earth, this error can be measured as the difference between the areas that the two cells are covering (see Figure 13 ). Indeed, if S 1 and S 2 are, respectively, sets of points on the surfaces of DGGS1 and DGGS2, the error can be measured by the symmetric difference of these two subsets (S 1 ⊕ S 2 ).
To provide an example of our proposed conversion, we have implemented it for converting from PYXIS to Cube(one-to-four). In the Cube (one-to-four) framework, the equal area projection discussed in [28] has been used with a one-to-four refinement. As discussed earlier, we can determine resolutions for which PYXIS cells and Cube (one-to-four) cells are more compatible based on the area of cells. For instance, PYXIS cells at resolutions three, six and seven correspond to cells of Cube (one-to-four) at resolutions four, six and seven, respectively. Hexagonal cells in the PYXIS framework are converted to quadrilateral cells in Cube (one-to-four), illustrated in Figure 14 (textures are removed to increase the visibility). After converting hexagonal cells into quadrilateral cells, it is shown that hexagonal cells and quad cells share an area with factors of 15%, 48% and 18% at resolutions three, six and seven, respectively. This conversion is performed in real time (less than milliseconds) at any resolution, as projections and inverse projections of both of the frameworks are very fast and efficient. Using the conversions proposed in this section, we can simply convert indices from one type of DGGS to another. This work also clarifies that various types of indexing methods can be proposed for a DGGS. However, most methods fall under one of the categories proposed in this paper. For instance, it is possible to define another indexing method for SCENZ-Grid using the Peano SFC considering two different bases, three and nine (see Figure 15) . As a result, our work can serve as useful material for researchers looking to design an indexing method for a potential OGC standard working based on DGGS. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we provide a categorization of indexing methods proposed for Digital Earth frameworks. We then proposed a conversion from one category to another. This shows that data allocated to cells can be represented in different ways using different types of DGGS and that there exists a simple conversion between these representations that can be used to unify the data available given any DGGS. This work also clarifies a method to index potentially new DGGS with a specific type of cell and aperture.
Using our proposed conversion, current DGGS that are employed in research or industrial settings can communicate, share and receive data from each other or a potential OGC standard. As a result, our work facilitates the interoperability of DGGS. In addition, using our proposed categorization, it is possible to propose alternative indexing mechanisms for an established DGGS.
There remain some possible directions for future work regarding this subject. In this paper, we focus mostly on DGGS that employ an equal area projection. However, other types of projections may be used. In that case, the areas of the cells are not equal even within a specific resolution. Hence, when converting the index of a cell, the conversion will need to locate the cell that has the closest area to the target cell. More research is needed to determine an efficient method for choosing the appropriate resolution at which to locate this cell.
